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1447027 Ontario Corporation, P.O. Box 1613, Peterborough, Ontario, CA, K9J 7S4  

3 Easy Ways to Order: 
By Phone: 1-705-745-6849 
By email: info@north-american-waterway.com  
Online: http://north-american-waterway.com/boat-store/Pontoon-Enclosure  

North 
American 
Waterway 

Pontoon Enclosures 

Boating just became more 
exciting. 

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
http://north-american-waterway.com/boat-store/Pontoon-Enclosure
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Why Buy Your Enclosure From North American Waterway? 

Chances are you are not able to find an enclosure for your boat from your 

dealer. Most often, unless an enclosure was ordered at the same times as 

your boat was ordered from the boat manufacturer, you will not be able to 

get one after-market.  

We have been in the custom marine canvas business for over 35 years so 

you can be assured you will get quality service from a company you can 

trust.  

We are the only company that has the ability to custom fit an enclosure 

without having to have the boat in our facility. This allows us to make 

enclosures for just about any make, model or year of pontoon boat.  

Normally to have a custom enclosure made for your boat you would have 

to pull your boat out of the water and haul it to a custom canvas 

manufacturer. This would mean you not only would be without the use of 

your boat for several weeks, you would have to own a trailer or rent one 

for the time it would take for the manufacture. 

"When I was out on the lake the other day. I was perfectly comfortable inside the cabin area. Out of 

the wind and the elements. 

Saw other people in bass boats and pontoons dressed for winter freezing their butts off!! And they all 

were looking at my boat as I went trolling by.  

Thanks again you guys. I will gladly refer you to any persons I come across interested in an 

enclosure. Again, hats off to my brothers and sisters up in Canada." 

Vincent, USMCR Kentucky 

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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Universal Fit Pontoon Quick Weather Enclosure  

 

 

 

 

The Pontoon Quick Weather Enclosure will 
completely enclose the area under your bimini 
top. We have designed the bimini top to be a 
universal fit for the most common sizes of bimini 
framework. The front and back curtains attach 
to the floor, the sides attach to your side rails.  
 
This enclosure is the ideal solution for budget 
minded people who need a quick shelter they 
can put up to stay warm and dry.  
 
It is extremely popular with fishermen who don't 
like the "down time" in colder weather. With 
this enclosure, you have an enclosed area to get 
in and get warm so you can keep on fishing! 
 
Made of Sunbrella Marine Fabric for  
durability, weather protection and quality you 
can trust.  
 
Each universal enclosure includes: 
Bimini top (canvas only) 
2 front panels 
2 side panels 
2 back panels 
 
Available in the following sizes: 
8'L x 8'W   
8'L x 8.5'W  
10'L x 8'W  
10'L x 8.5'W  
 
Frames sold separately  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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Custom Pontoon Enclosures 

 

 

A. Length of rails from front rail to corner of side where rail begins to bend for rear entrance (if  

applicable)  

B. Length of deck from front rail to back rail  

C. Width from rail to rail.  

D. Length from side door in front of driver’s helm to bend in rail of rear entrance.  

E. Length from side door to back rail. If your doors are not symmetrical, you will need to measure  

from where the driver’s helm begins (as shown in the image).  

F. Width of sun deck.  

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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G. Length rear entrance to back rail (if applicable).  

H. With from sun deck to side rail.  

It may seem like we are asking for an extreme amount of measurements or it may be an inconvenience  

for you to go to your boat to measure more than once, but please be aware that we are making you a  

custom enclosure without having the boat in our facility. We rely on these measurements in order to  

give you a great fitting enclosure. If your pontoon has features that you think we may need  

measurements in order to simulate them in our shop, take the measurements in details. This might save 

you a second trip to your boat and time while we wait for measurements. 

 

 IMPORTANT NOTE: Please be sure you supply us with your phone number and make sure you check 

the email you used when purchasing your enclosure often during the manufacture time to ensure you 

can get additional info to us in a timely fashion should we need it. Otherwise, the manufacture of your 

enclosure will be put on hold.  

 

 

  

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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Important: You MUST take all covering off your boat before taking pictures. We require all rails to be  

visible in order to be able to recreate your rail layout in our facility.  

We need to see images of your rails on each side of the boat.  

These are good examples of images that we need. They give us clear, unobstructed views of the rails. 

 

 

These pictures are bad examples of what we need. We cannot see the rails of the boat. The layout of 

the interior has very little to do with the canvas and we can't tell the true shape of the corners or 

fencing. All covers must be removed. 

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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While we are able to make enclosures for almost every make and model, there are a few that we are not 

able to manufacture enclosures for. 

 

 

  

Party Hut/Hard Top Pontoons

• We are unable to accommodate the hard top and party hut styles 
as we cannot simulate the structures in our facility.

Slant Front Enclosure Size Limitations

• We can only make the slant front style of enclosures on boats 
under 20' in length. If we made them any larger, the front panels 
woud be come too long and heavy for the bimini frame to 
support.

Fishing Model Pontoon Limitations

• Some fishing model pontoons have playpen fences that are 
irregular heights. In some cases this may mean you cannot have a 
full camper enclosure without modifying your rails.

Fiberglass or Curved Rail Pontoons

• We are not able to recreate curves similar to the fiberglass and 
curved fencing on some of the newer pontoon designs.

Pop-Up Change Rooms

• We cannot ensure your pop-up privacy room will fit inside the 
confines of the pontoon enclosure. It may be necessary to 
unfasten the back panel of the enclosure before lifting up your 
privacy room.

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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Quality custom fit at affordable prices.  
 
Our half enclosure includes a bimini top with a 
sturdy square aluminum frame.  The size of the 
bimini top used in your enclosure will be 
determined by the layout of your boat. 
We only use genuine Sunbrella 100% solution 
dyed acrylic fabric because we don’t scrimp on 
quality.   
 
Our enclosure is extremely adaptable to your 
needs. You can run with just the bimini, the 
bimini and a few curtains or the complete 
assembly of bimini, front, back and side curtains.   
 
All curtains zipper to the bimini top and zipper to 
each other making it easy on and off.  All sides 
also can be rolled up and tied out of the way 
when not in use.  
The Custom Half Enclosure includes: 

• Square aluminum bimini frame with 
stainless hardware 

• Sunbrella bimini canvas 

• Sunbrella and clear vinyl side panels, 
front panels and rear panels 

• #10 heavy duty marine zippers 

• Snap fasteners and snap installation tool 
 
View the options available for our custom 
enclosures below. 
 

 

  

 

 

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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The slant front enclosure is a practical and 
economical solution for pontoon boats 20 feet 
and under. 
 
A half enclosure with a half playpen cover is 
great except for one problem.....it leaks! No 
matter how you do it, the area where your half 
enclosure attaches to the half playpen cover will 
let water in.  
 
The slant front custom enclosure was designed 
to solve that problem. Plus, we think it is much 
more practical.  You can still access the front 
section of the boat from within the enclosure 
during inclement weather and it is aerodynamic. 
 
All curtains zipper to the bimini top and zipper 
to each other making it easy on and off.  All 
sides also can be rolled up and tied out of the 
way when not in use.  
 
We use 8' and 10' bimini tops in our enclosures. 
The layout of your pontoon will determine 
which size of top is used in your enclosure.  
 
The Custom Slant Front Enclosure includes: 

• Square aluminum bimini frame with 
stainless hardware 

• Sunbrella bimini canvas 

• Sunbrella and clear vinyl side panels, 
front panels and rear panels 

• #10 heavy duty marine zippers 

• Snap fasteners and snap installation tool 

 
View the options available for our custom 
enclosures below. 

 
 

  

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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Our full camper enclosures are high quality 
enclosures that will turn your pontoon boat into 
a  
floating cottage. Get much more use from your 
investment.  
  
You can extend your boating season by having 
protection from the elements.  Add screens and 
privacy curtains and you will have a cruiser you 
can sleep on. Think of the vacations you could 
take every year!  
 
The Custom Camper Enclosure includes: 

• Square aluminum double canopy bimini 
frames with stainless steel hardware 

• Sunbrella Double Bimini Canvas 

• Sunbrella and clear vinyl sides, back and 
front panels 

• #10 Heavy duty marine zippers 

• snap fasteners and snap installation tool 
 

 
 
View the options available for our custom 
enclosures below. 
 

 

  

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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_______________________________ 
 
 
 

 

Privacy Curtains 
When you add privacy curtains to your enclosure, 
your enclosure becomes a special holiday 
hideaway. Take extended trips on your pontoon 
now that you can comfortably sleep on the boat. 
 
The privacy curtains are integrated into the 
window panels and roll up and tie out of the way 
when you do not need the privacy. 
 
 
_________________________________________ 

Screens 
During the heat of the summer, you need 
ventilation in your enclosure as it gets fairly hot 
inside the enclosure. Adding screens in the 
enclosure allows you to enjoy warm summer 
breezes while providing excellent bug protection. 
 
The screen is sewn onto the outer side of the 
window panel and zippers are installed on the 
inside. You unzip and roll up the plastic to "open" 
the screen. 
 
_________________________________________ 

Dark Tinted Windows 
Extra dark tint plastic helps keep the interior a bit 
cooler as well as providing a little more privacy. 
 

 

  

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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1. I already have a bimini top. Can you add sides to it?  

Every manufacturer has their own design and specs for their canvas. We are unable to use your 

existing bimini top with our products as we could not guarantee our sides would fit your top. 

With the exclusion of the universal fit Quick Enclosure, we must supply the frames and bimini 

canvas for the custom enclosures. 

2.  How do you match the snaps on my boat? 

Unless otherwise specified, all of our canvas comes without snap fasteners preinstalled. We include the 

fasteners and an installation tool so you can install the snaps to match up with the pre-existing snaps on 

your boat. 

3. Can I install the enclosure myself? 

Most customers do install the enclosure themselves. We provide measurements where to install the 

bimini mounts, then it is just a matter of assembling the frame(s) by matching the numbered pieces, 

zipping on the canvas and marking the snap placements and installing the snaps. It should be able to be 

installed in an afternoon. Having someone help you would be beneficial as having an extra set of hands is 

often needed. 

If you are nervous or unsure, you may choose to have the enclosure professionally installed at a local 

canvas shop or your boat dealer. 

4. How long will it take for me to receive my enclosure once it is 

ordered? 

All of our enclosures are either made to order or custom made. Therefore time is needed for 

manufacturing your enclosure. The exact time of delivery will vary depending on the number of orders on 

hand at the time of order. All orders are completed on a first come, first served basis. 

We strive to meet a 4-6 week delivery time but sometimes it is not possible during peak times. If you must 

have the enclosure by a specific date please let us know before ordering to ensure we can meet your 

timeline. 

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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5. Can I get both screens and clear vinyl panels? 

Generally, when you order the optional screens they are integrated into one panel. Zippers and Velcro are 

installed in the clear vinyl panels and a screen layer is added to the outside of the panel. This allows you 

to unzip the vinyl and roll it up. This is more economical than having to pay for the complete screen 

panels and easier to store. 

6. What is the difference between the Quick Weather Enclosure and the 

Custom Half Enclosure? 

The Quick Weather Enclosure is a universal fit enclosure that is made from a pattern. It is intended to fit 

your existing bimini frame, however some adjustments may be needed as it is a “one size fits all type of 

fit. The front and back panels hang straight down from the bimini top and attach to the floor of the boat. 

It is very popular with winter fishermen and anyone wanting some shelter from the weather for quick 

trips across the lake. We don’t require any measurements or images from you for this enclosure other 

than the size of your bimini top. 

The Custom Half Enclosure is just that, custom fit. The enclosure is made to fit the dimensions of your 

specific boat. The back panel will attach to the back rail of your boat completely enclosing the boat from 

in front of the driver’s helm to the back rail. You will need to supply us with images and measurements for 

the custom fit. 

7. What does "Universal Fit" mean? 

Universal fit is another way of saying one size fits all. A universal fit canvas is designed to fit a broad range 

of frame designs and therefore you may expect to make a few adjustments to your frame or alter the 

panels slightly to make it work with your specific boat layout. 

Some minor customizations may be requested at the time of order. This includes alterations such as a 

cutout for a seat attached to the driver’s helm or the addition of optional screens and privacy curtains. 

However, we cannot do any customizations that will require custom fitting to a universal fit canvas.  

8. Will I need to move my bimini top mounts? 

It is possible that you would be required to move the placement of your bimini mounts. We provide 

stainless mounts for this purpose. 

When manufacturers placed your bimini top on your boat, they often do not take into consideration the 

best placement for aftermarket canvas. We try, whenever possible to use the same mounts but if your 

existing bimini top does not line up with the driver’s helm then it must be relocated to allow an enclosure 

to fit your boat. 

If you have a boat cover with cutouts for the current bimini placement, it can be easily altered for the new 

bimini position. This can be done at any local canvas shop or you can ask us about altering your cover. 

9. Where do the front panels of the half enclosure fasten to? 

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
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The front panels of the half enclosure will snap to your boat floor. We provide the fasteners that screw 

through your carpet into the wood floor.  

10. Can you make the back of the Quick Weather Enclosure fasten to the 

back of my boat fence instead of the floor? 

No. What you describe is a custom fit half enclosure. The Quick Weather Enclosure is a universal fit 

enclosure made from a pattern. This makes it less expensive to manufacture and therefore cheaper to 

purchase. 

11. Can I ship my bimini top to you to use in the enclosure to save money. 

Having us use your existing bimini top and frame would be more expensive in the long run. You would be 

required to pay several hundred dollars shipping fees to get the top and frame to us. We would have to 

charge you additional setup fees to make your frame work on our rail system, etc. 

We recommend that you either move your bimini top to the front of the boat for additional shade (if you 

are purchasing a half enclosure) or sell the top and put the money towards your enclosure. 

12. Can I remove the enclosure when I don’t need it? 

Yes. Each panel zips onto the bimini top and is easily removed for days when the weather is nice. You can 

run with just the bimini top by unzipping and storing the side panels. There is also tie-ups installed in the 

enclosure that allow you to roll up the panels and tie them out of the way. 

If we haven’t answered all of your questions in this brochure, or if you would like to request a 

quote for your enclosure, please feel free to email us at info@north-american-waterway.com 

or give us a call at 705-745-6849. 

http://www.north-american-waterway.com/
mailto:info@north-american-waterway.com

